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From Travelex to SunBurst:
Threat Intelligence 2020 Year in Review

2020 began with a continent on fire and the global shutdown of Travelex due
to ransomware—a portent of the evolving nature of this long-standing threat—
and then things really got bad.

operating and threat reality, eSentire provided ongoing educational content
in blog posts and webinars and pushed out a number of security advisories
relating to particular risks (e.g. Zoom, Microsoft Teams, VPN, RDP).

Concerns about cyberattacks from Iran were quickly followed by active
exploitation of a major Citrix vulnerability, which forced security and IT teams
to scramble.

The middle of the year saw a ramp-up of malware campaigns. A high-level
view of the activity seems to show alternating waves of initial access attempts
and ransomware attacks with intrusion events interspersed throughout.

Meanwhile, a biological virus was rapidly spreading around the globe.
The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted society, caused enormous loss of life and
forced many businesses to adopt work from home policies almost overnight.

September brought Zerologon, which caused alarm thanks to a “perfect”
10/10 under the CVSS. And 2020 saved perhaps the biggest supply chain
intrusion campaign news for last with the theft of FireEye’s red team tools, the
SolarWinds compromise and the widespread vulnerability and exploitation that
followed—and continues.

Ever the opportunists, threat actors modified their tactics to take advantage
of a shattered perimeter, to exploit external services and to trick users with
pandemic-related phishing lures. As companies grappled with this new
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Insights and Observations
Here are a few developments that really caught our eye in 2020. We’ll explore them in more detail in our upcoming Annual Threat Report, so stay tuned!

A Porous Perimeter

Maturing Ransomware Models

User Exploitation

Curious Coinminers

The rapid shift to work from home
models for many organizations—and
the sudden extension of technology
stacks—shattered the traditional
perimeter and vastly expanded the
exposed threat surface.

The ransomware intrusion model evolved
rapidly in 2020 after role differentiation
led by Emotet, Trickbot and Ryuk showed
promise in late 2019.

Users remain a popular target for threat
actors, offering a convenient way of
bypassing perimeter defenses. In 2020,
we observed a few new twists on
traditional user exploitation mechanisms.

Traditionally, coinminers were used to
generate income; however, the low price
of XMR, the automated nature of their
deployment and observations of manual
intrusion activity following coinminer
deployment hint at other motivations.

Active Citrix exploits in January were
followed, as the pandemic took hold, by
focused attention from threat actors on
exposed services like VPN and RDP.
These attempts to gain initial access
primarily employed remote exploits or
leveraged valid credentials.

This specialization, which we explored
in a recent Threat Intelligence Spotlight,
gave threat actors efficient and
reliable ways to convert opportunistic
malware campaigns into targeted,
network-wide intrusions.
As a result, demand for initial access grew
alongside observations of a plethora of
new access vectors, including drive-by
downloads aided by SEO poisoning.

For example, rather than sending
malicious documents by email, some
threat actors relied on SEO to trick users
into downloading and opening malicious
documents disguised as starter
templates for common business needs.
We also observed (and warned against)
highly scalable, cloud-hosted phishing
attacks that skillfully mimicked branding.

For instance, studies investigating the
wallets associated with at least two
attacks propose that the coinminer may
actually provide a convenient shared
wallet for laundered money.
In addition, coinminers may also be used
as “canaries in the coal mine” to signal
that a deployment is intrusion-ready.

2020 Timeline of Noteworthy Security Events and eSentire Threat Intelligence Content
As already noted, 2020 was eventful. The top-most chart (■) gives an aggregate view of the threats we observed in 2020, presented as a rolling seven-day centred average.
Below that broader context, we break out particular threat types with the size of each circle corresponding to the number of threats observed on a particular day.

Attempts to gain initial access were by
far the most plentiful event type, easily
outnumbering all the other threats combined.
A significant portion of these attempts
leveraged Banking Trojans outfitted with
modules to perform intrusion actions,
continuing a model popularized by Emotet,
Trickbot and Ryuk.
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Once access has been achieved, the
threat actor often attempts additional
actions including domain reconnaissance,
credential theft, the creation of backdoors,
the execution of ransomware and—for one
reason or another—coinmining.
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Keeping the Community Informed
The insights gained by the TI team are often shared with customers and the wider community in a range of formats. Here’s a sample of what we got up to in 2020.

TI Observations Webinars

Threat Dissections

Incident Reports

TI Spotlights

Monthly webinar series exploring the
latest observations, threats and
research topics (past sessions are
available on demand):

Compact examinations of particular
threats and effective defenses:

Short summaries of and key takeaways
from particular incidents directly
observed by eSentire:

Deeper dives into the ever-evolving threat
landscape:

• June 2020
• July 2020
• August 2020
• September 2020
• October 2020
• November 2020

• Anatomy of a PowerShell Attack
• Stopping Trickbot in its Tracks
• G
 aining Remote Access Using
Valid Credentials

• e
 sINSIDER Ceases Insider Threat
within Days of Deployment
• P
 roof of Concept Reveals PlugX
Trojan Intrusion of 6+ Years

• A
 nnual Threat Intelligence Report:
2019 Perspectives and 2020 Predictions
• T
 hreat Intelligence Spotlight:
United Kingdom
• H
 unting Evasive Malware

• M
 alicious Insider: A Laid Off
Employee Takes a Parting Gift

• T
 hreat Intelligence Spotlight:
Legal Industry

• C
 obalt Incident Report: You’re Only
as Strong as Your Weakest Link

• D
 efending Against Modern Ransomware:
Lessons from the SunWalker Incident

• December 2020
• January 2021
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